
Figure 6a clearly shows the strong signal which the corre-
lation algorithm computes to identify the region where the
commanded and reference velocities differ. Figure 6b
shows how the reference velocity closely tracks the com-
manded velocity when the force feedback is negligible
(Figure 6c). Note that after the connector disengages, the
guarded move SMP interprets the movement as a loss of
contact and terminates the downward offset velocity. Thus,
no contact forces are generated for the last half of the dith-
ering in this example.

6  Discussion

6.1   Comments on Experimental Results
The algorithm developed for insertion of the D-connector
is based on sensor-driven primitives such as a sticking
guarded move and a correlation function to detect the con-
straint once the connector is seated. The algorithm works
for both 9-pin and 25-pin D-connectors and is fairly robust
to certain classes of errors (e.g. displacement perpendicu-
lar to insertion axis). However, it is quite sensitive to errors
in the insertion axis. Biasing the insertion axis direction by
rotating slightly about the x-axis to “open” the approach-
ing connector improves the robustness significantly.

One problem that we saw was motion of the part relative
to the gripper once the connector seated. We used a pneu-
matic gripper with limited gripping force and a friction
hold on the part. These significant motions violate the con-
straints that we hope to detect, since the constraints at-
tempt to enforce no motion. Even so, we can detect the
interaction forces which is enough to detect the successful
insertion. Future work will develop more secure grasp
strategies and hardware to alleviate this problem.

6.2   Conclusions
The guarded move SMP effectively encapsulates the ac-
quisition, maintenance, and detection of a simple contact
constraint. The correlation SMP encapsulates the detection
of a motion constraint. Given these types of encapsulations
of sensing and action, the skill-level is free to consider
what behavior is desired and to implement this behavior
with the primitives.

We have proposed the development of a sensorimotor lay-
er specifically designed to bridge the gap between task-
achieving skills and the sensor and action spaces of a ro-
bot/sensor system. The key idea is to develop a library of
useful encapsulations of sensing and action which can hide
some of the complexity from programming sensor-based
skills. We are pursuing this goal from the direction of ex-
ploiting the motion constraints which appear in all assem-
bly tasks.

6.3   Future Work
A number of challenges exist to extend this work. First, we
must develop a richer set of general sensor-driven primi-
tives for application to assembly tasks. These primitives
need to be applied to a broad selection of related tasks to

show that they are indeed general and not specific to indi-
vidual tasks. And finally, we need to quantify the improved
robustness and/or speed which programming with such
primitives provides over conventional methods.
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be easily reconfigured into a wide variety of skills. Figure
4 shows the SMP-based skill architecture. The numbers in
the skill states refer to the numbers in the D-connector in-
sertion strategy illustrated in Figure 2. Notice that the
primitives provide an intermediate layer between the skill
and the robot and sensor in this architecture. The skill strat-
egy, implemented as a finite-state machine (FSM), is easily
specified through text “configuration” files and all the C
code is embedded in the sensorimotor layer. The idea is to
relieve the task programmer from dealing directly with the
robot/sensor space by providing a set of task-relevant com-
mands which facilitate the implementation of a task strat-
egy (skill).

5.2   Experimental Results

Approximately twenty different D-connector insertion ex-
periments were performed to test the SMP-based strategy.
The following data is representative of the results. Figure
5a shows a history of commands for a complete (success-
ful) D-connector insertion. All the steps outlined earlier in
the strategy description are visible on this plot. Notice that
the rotation and linear dithers are different frequencies so
that different trajectories are executed over time rather
than the same one repeatedly. Figure 5b shows the corre-
sponding use of the correlation computation with a thresh-
old (0.95) to detect the successful mating of the connector.
Note that the correlation function is only computed once a
full linear dither cycle has executed. Thus, it applies only
toward the end of the velocity commands. Note that the
“steady-state” value of the correlation when the reference
and command velocities agree is around our predicted val-
ue of 1.2.
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Figure 4: SMP-based Skill Architecture

In order to view the effects of correlation, Figure 6 shows
results from a run in which the goal-detection SMP was
turned off. The mating occurred, but since the motion com-
mands did not stop, the connector was “worked off”
through the motion.
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The strategy begins with a guarded move along Y to re-
move the bias and find the long edge of the connector.
Upon finding the edge, the guarded move primitive transi-
tions to a “maintain” state and monitors for loss of contact.
The next step is to move up along the insertion axis until
contact is lost. The guarded move primitive identified con-
tact loss by noting a position movement in the direction it
was trying to “stick.” We have set this distance for approx-
imately the width of the connector. At the end of this move
the connector is poised approximately above the mating
connector. Now we begin two sinusoidal dithers: 1) rota-
tion about the insertion axis to twist the connector; 2)
translation along the long axis of the connector. A transla-
tion along the insertion axis (while dithering) is usually
successful at mating the part.

Figure 2: D-connector Insertion (short-side view)

An important element of the connector insertion is detect-
ing success. Note that since we have not taught an absolute
position to attain, we cannot simply identify proximity to
a particular position. Instead, we employ an active sensing
method to detect the acquisition of the proper constraints.
The nominal input velocity will be perturbed by the linear
accommodation controller and result in a different refer-
ence velocity when the connector has seated. By perform-
ing a normalized correlation of these two signals, we are
able to robustly identify the task goal state. Early attempts
to use the change in cartesian position after contact in the
insertion axis proved to be very unreliable due to the noise
and variation in that signal.

The D-connector insertion strategy reflects the encapsula-
tion of useful activity into sensor-integrated primitives
which are then invoked by the skill. The enhanced guarded
move SMP which also monitored for loss of contact is
valuable at encapsulating the acquisition and maintenance
of contact. In addition, the active sensing SMP proved a
very robust method of “differentially” detecting the goal
state by verifying the loss of motion freedom in the x (dith-
er) direction. Both of these primitives are based on con-
straints in the assembly task. Finally, the dithering signals
were added to effect a complex trajectory from simple el-
ements.

+
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4  Active Sensing
The use of active sensing primitives is critical to fully ex-
ploiting our sensors by providing a context in which to in-
terpret the signals. In the case of the D-connector, we used
active sensing to identify the acquisition of the goal state by
identifying the constraints which it imposed. Note that this
constraint-detection method is very general and applies to
many other assembly skills, not just D-connector insertion.

Figure 3: Damping Controller

Referring to Figure 3, in the absence of strong force cou-
pling between the world and the robot, the reference veloc-
ity closely tracks the commanded velocity. However, when
constrained motion occurs, we expect to see significant de-
viation between the commanded velocity and reference ve-
locity caused by the forces of the constraint. For finite
stiffness K, we expect the forces to be 90 degrees out of
phase with the commanded velocity.

In order to detect the acquisition of a constraint, we per-
form a normalized correlation between the sinusoidal com-
manded velocity and the reference velocity. The
normalization is necessary to compensate for any ampli-
tude changes which may occur after constraint acquisition.

(1)

The discretized implementation of this correlation function
is:

. (2)

When f and g are in-phase sine functions, the resulting cor-
relation isπ2/8. We implement this by commanding a sine
function velocity trajectory and computing the correlation
using a sliding sampling window. For the first cycle, no
correlation is computed so at least 1 cycle is performed of
the command before the constraint can be recognized.

5  Experiments

5.1   Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is a PUMA 560 with a Lord 15/50
6-axis force/torque sensor with VME-based computing
running the Chimera 3.2 real-time operating system. Im-
plemented as Chimera port-based modules, the SMP’s can
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We are specifically interested in the shaded primitive class-
es which encapsulate sensing and action inputs to generate
their output; we name these typessensorimotor primitives
to indicate their integration of sensing and action.

Consider the “active sensing” SMP. The key is to use the
command which generated the sensor signal as added in-
formation in processing the sensor signal. This allows, for
example, correlation to reject noise and bias from the sen-
sor signal. Using the command in processing the sensor
signal effectively provides context which is otherwise
missing. Lee and Asada [6] have applied correlation tech-
niques to robotic insertion of a heat exchanger tube.

Next, consider the “perturbation” SMP: this primitive is
often referred to as abehavior in the robotics literature,
since it directly produces an action from a sensor signal.
Within this type of primitive class there are two subclasses:
linear and nonlinear action SMP’s. In a linear SMP, the
perturbation is generated entirely by sensor feedback,
without regard for the input action. An example of this
type of primitive is the linear accommodation which maps
a force to a velocity change (which is summed with the
current command to produce the output). Another sensor-
driven primitive is a threshold termination condition in a
guarded move. The computation of the perturbation is in-
dependent of the input action and depends only on the sen-
sor signal.

The second subclass, nonlinear action, is a combination of
the two types where sensing and action are combined to in-
terpret sensing and modify the output action. The key is
that the computation to determine the output action in-
volves the input action. An example of this type of primi-
tive is a hole centering primitive which modifies the
parameters of the input action. Here the goal is to modify
the “zero” point and amplitude of a sinusoidal trajectory of
the hand. Computing these parameters requires knowledge
of both the input trajectory and the sensor feedback.

2.3   Example Primitives for Assembly
Some of the primitives listed below rely on the presence of
a damping controller to supply compliant (accommoda-
tion) motion of the robot.

Guarded move. This primitive is one of the only common
sensor-integrated commands available in robot program-
ming languages today. It is ubiquitous in assembly pro-
grams for removing uncertainty. Our variation is a multi-
state module which can transition to a “contact” velocity to
maintain contact with the surface and which detects lost
contact by monitoring the position change after contact is
made.

Sweep. This primitive is a variation of the guarded move in
which a coordinated cartesian trajectory is executed and,
upon detection of contact, the transition to a maintenance
velocity offset is performed. The sweep trajectory com-
bines sinusoidal linear and angular velocities to effect a
trajectory specifically designed to acquire contact of an
edge.

Correlation. This primitive is a tight coupling between
sensing and action where the commanded action is used to
interpret the sensor information. In this case, the command
is a sinusoidal cartesian velocity which is correlated with
the forces and torques from the force sensor. This provides
robust information from a biased and noisy sensor.

Accommodation.Various sub-matrices of the damping con-
troller are linear perturbation primitives. The linear compli-
ance submatrix is common as a fundamental component of
a damping controller, but the other submatrices are not al-
ways applicable (e.g. those mapping forces to rotary mo-
tion to effect a remote center of compliance).

3  Assembly Skill Strategies
There is great interest in developing robust skill strategies
for performing common assembly tasks. The difficulty is
that a general method of synthesizing robust solutions to
these tasks has not been developed. We are suggesting that
a sensorimotor layer, which is a lower level than skills but
higher than the sensor and action spaces, should be devel-
oped to ease the development of robust skills. This layer
will form a basis for skill strategy encoding and will reduce
the dimensionality from the skill space to the sensor and ac-
tion spaces by encapsulating useful combinations of sens-
ing and action.

3.1   Skill Synthesis Methods
For rigid-body assembly tasks, the key question is how to
synthesize robust solutions. Synthesizing fine-motion solu-
tions based on detailed geometric models is limited in ro-
bustness because of the inevitable model error.

The most important features in assembly are the con-
straints. In fact, all assembly skills are fundamentally the
introduction of constraints between two parts. We are try-
ing to develop skill strategies which are constraint-based:
that is, try to acquire and maintain constraints as landmarks
to the task strategy. Our initial experiments use heuristic
strategies based on the constraints of the assembly. These
strategies use a successive acquisition of constraints to
achieve the assembly.

Behind this approach is the desire to base skill strategies on
our most robust description of the task (its constraints). But
we must still command specific motions of the manipulator
so we need reactive behaviors to help us deal with the er-
rors associated with our higher-level (constraint-based)
goal representation. We believe that basing our SMP’s on
constraint acquisition and maintenance is a promising ap-
proach which will yield general primitives with which to
build assembly skills.

3.2   Example Task: D-Connector Insertion
As example assembly task, we have chosen a standard “D”
connector insertion (both 9-pin and 25-pin). We assume
that we have a reasonably good idea of the connector posi-
tion and orientation in the hand, and we align the insertion
axis as well. We begin with the connector biased to one side
of the mating part.



Leverage sensor use.An important goal of developing this
sensor-driven primitive layer is to leverage previous appli-
cations of sensors by re-using them. Current efforts to ap-
ply sensors are often very task specific and we seek to
generalize the use of sensors to a class of related tasks. Er-
dmann [4] determines the minimum information required
to perform a task by designing an abstract sensor for that
task. Ahn et al [1] apply a learning algorithm to associate
sensor signals with pre-defined error-correcting actions.
Both of these approaches seek to connect sensing signals
to error-reducing actions of aspecific task. While Erd-
mann’s method is currently task-specific, his approach
could lead to the development of sensorsand algorithms
for their use which are general across a domain of tasks.

Re-using sensors requires the existence of similarities in
the way that sensors are applied within a domain. Assem-
bly tasks are similar in that they involve the imposition of
constraints between two parts. Morris and Haynes [9] list
the common rigid-body constraints and discuss related
ideas about developing assembly solutions based on these
constraints. It is critical to determine what is common
across a task domain to provide a framework within which
to develop domain-general, sensor-driven primitives. The
common element across rigid-body assembly tasks is the
set of motion constraints which define the assembly.

Seek contact. Many current methods of performing assem-
bly tasks (e.g. insertions with remote center of compli-
ance) are fundamentally position-based approaches which
are designed to compensate for incidental contact. Flexible
execution of contact tasks will require actively seeking
contact as a source of information and means of reducing
uncertainty during the execution of an assembly task. This
reflects a move away from the traditional position-based
programming paradigm which seeks to minimize contact
and avoid it if possible. Contact provides a rich (if murky)
source of information about the task which can be exploit-
ed.

Reactively execute.The classic methods of planning robot
fine-motions [8] are ill-conditioned for contact tasks be-
cause the task model details which strongly influence the
behavior of the task program are likely to be wrong. At-
tempts to consider uncertainty help, but are often too con-
servative and can fail to generate plans which exist to solve
the task.

Smithers and Malcolm [12] discuss “behavior-based as-
sembly” as robust skill-achieving behaviors which can
perform assembly tasks. They argue that planners must be
used at the symbolic level to form rough plans, and reac-
tive strategies should resolve uncertainty at run-time.
While they provide persuasive arguments why this is a
good approach compared with traditional planning meth-
ods (like fine-motion planning), they do not address the
central issue of how to create these behaviors.

While fine-motion planning relies on a diagonal admit-
tance matrix and tries to develop the sequence of nominal
motions to perform the task, Schimmels and Peshkin [11]

design the admittance matrix according to task require-
ments. Viewed as admittance matrix design, sensorimotor
primitives would be sub-matrices which frequently recur in
the programming of tasks.

Related to the reactive-based methods discussed above, Pa-
etsch and von Wichert [10] implement 4 parallel behaviors
to perform insertion of both round and square pegs. The be-
haviors are derived in an ad hoc manner from observation
of human insertion strategies. We follow a similar task-
strategy generation method in this paper.

Our initial work does not seek to create planners, but rather
to develop a sensorimotor layer and demonstrate its appli-
cation to the programming of skills. We need to base this
layer on task models which can reasonably be expected to
agree with the real-world. Reactive strategies will be re-
quired because the models will not contain all of the neces-
sary detail.

2  Sensorimotor Primitives

2.1   What is a Sensorimotor Primitive?
A sensorimotor primitive is an encapsulation of sensing
(processing of sensor feedback) and action (trajectories)
which can formdomain-general building blocks for task
strategies. A primitive is not an autonomous agent which
can intelligently intervene at appropriate places in the task,
but rather a more powerful and task-relevant command.
The goal is to provide a library of sensor-driven commands
which effectively integrate sensors into a robot system for
a particular class of tasks.

We differentiate between skills and primitives. A skill is a
parameterized, stand-alone, robust solution to a specific
task. A sensorimotor primitive is a parameterized, domain-
general command which integrates sensing and action and
can be applied to many skills within a task domain. The
goal is to capture important domain information or capabil-
ities so that robust skills can be quickly developed.

2.2   Primitive Classes
The initial work in developing sensorimotor primitives has
resulted in several primitive classes. These classes help to
identify the different types of primitives. If we view primi-
tives as having two inputs and one output, we can enumer-
ate the possibilities.

Table 1: Primitive Classes

input 1 input 2 output function

sensor sensor sensing sensor fusion

sensor sensor action reactive planning

sensor action sensing active sensing

sensor action action perturbation

action action sensing active sensing

action action action complex trajectory



Abstract

Many researchers are interested in developing robust,
skill-achieving robot programs. We propose the develop-
ment of asensorimotor primitive layer which bridges the
gap between the robot/sensor system and a class of tasks
by providing useful encapsulations of sensing and action.
Skills can then be constructed from this library of sensor-
driven primitives. This reflects a move away from the sep-
aration of sensing and action in robot programming of
task strategies towards the integration of sensing and ac-
tion in a domain-general way for broad classes of tasks.
For the domain of rigid-body assembly, we are exploiting
the motion constraints which define assembly to develop
force sensor-driven primitives. We report on the experi-
mental results of a D-connector insertion skill implement-
ed using several force-driven primitives.

1  Introduction

1.1   Robots: Flexible  Machines?
The goal of robotics is developing flexible machines which
can autonomously (or semi-autonomously) perform a va-
riety of tasks. The current reality is that significant appli-
cation-specific hardware and software must be developed
to support a specific task. This application-specific effort
undermines the flexibility goal by requiring significant up-
front investment for each new task.

Well-calibrated workcells with precise fixturing are typi-
cally required to perform robotic assembly of parts, but
this method strongly undermines the flexibility of the ro-
bot system. Introduction of sensors is necessary if this
structure is to be relaxed, but how to quickly apply them to
new tasks remains an open issue. We are developing a sen-
sorimotor layer to bridge the gap between the task space
and the robot/sensor space. This sensor integration reduces
the requirements for precise fixturing and careful calibra-
tion which impede the flexible application of robots. Since
assembly tasks are dominated by contact, we are initially
focusing on integrating force sensing.

1.2   Key Ideas
The idea of developing robust, skill-achieving programs
has been suggested by a number of researchers. Strip [13]
has developed an algorithm based on contact-state analysis
which will perform convex, prismatic part insertions.
Much of his philosophical development centers around the
idea of assembly primitives.

Our central idea is to develop an intermediate command
layer which integrates sensing and action for a task do-

main. This layer encapsulates knowledge about the domain
assensorimotor primitives (SMP) which are used for im-
plementing task programs. By developing task programs
with these primitives, we can leverage our work on previ-
ous applications of sensors to similar tasks. This approach
differs from other methods which treat sensing and action
separately in robot programming. Hopkins et al [5] have
suggested pursuing a similar sensor-driven command li-
brary. In this section, we outline several of the key philo-
sophical ideas which drive our approach.

Figure 1: Sensorimotor Space

Reduce dimensionality. A key motivation for developing
the sensorimotor layer is to reduce the dimensionality from
the task space to the sensor and action spaces of the robot
system (Figure 1). The general goal of task-level program-
ming is to reduce the complexity of programming robots by
specifying the program in terms of the task [2]. One very
difficult part is to bridge the gap between the robot/sensor
system and the task description. Deno et al [3] develop con-
trol primitives but focus on the dynamical behavior of the
robot which has a weak connection to the task description.
We propose the sensorimotor layer as the lowest layer in a
transition between the robot/sensor system and the task
level. Then a human (or computer) task planner can termi-
nate the plan in these primitives instead of low-level, robot/
sensor-specific commands. Whereas much task-level pro-
gramming work [7] emphasizes planning robot motions
given a task description, our work focuses on two goals: 1)
constructing a new command layer which integrates sens-
ing and action, and 2) implementing skills with commands
from this layer.
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